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About This Game

Try your hand at the VR spaceflight challenge reviewers have dubbed “not a hurl fest!” Enter a world full of immersive alien
landscapes through which you must navigate at high speeds, using lightning-fast reflexes to score points and earn your rep as the

ultimate starfighter pilot. How long can you survive?

PolyRunner VR is an addictive, high-quality experience that tests your skills against an other-worldly, ever-changing landscape
rather than testing your ability to maintain control of your stomach. This engaging virtual world offers more interesting,

challenging terrain the further you progress. All the while, you can collect bonus points for your precision by navigating through
checkpoints and utilizing boosts to give you an extra edge. The intuitive controls make it easy for anyone to compete in this

spaceship runner, but mastering flight skills is a feat that will earn you a place among the top guns and make you worthy of a
personal theme song that would inspire jealousy in any maverick pilot. Will you accept the challenge?

Features:

A spaceflight runner designed to put your skills to the test

Intriguing, immersive landscapes that change as you progress

Checkpoints and boosts that help you earn even higher scores

An incredibly comfortable VR experience
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Multiple control options to suit your preference

Intuitive and easy to learn, but challenging to achieve top scores
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Title: Poly Runner VR
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lucid Sight, Inc.
Publisher:
Lucid Sight, Inc.
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2016
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This is the most tragic game I have ever played.

The premise: You're Dave. As a child, Dave had no friends due to his quirky behavior, and so videogames became his only
company. They filled his imagination and made every day an adventure. The floor was lava. Adults were alien creatures.

One day, Dave's parents realized he was no longer pretending. Touching the floor resulted in shrieking anxiety attacks and
catatonia shortly thereafter. His tendency to pelt adults with breakfast food went from cute to terrifying once he developed the
strength to put a classmate in the hospital with a hard-boiled egg.

Dave was diagnosed with schizophrenia. His mental illness proved unresponsive to standard medication. He had to be
involuntarily committed.

But captivity did not suit Dave.

Venture forth from the confines of the psych ward and take your vengeance on the aliens who seek to deprive you of your
freedom and self-determination. But beware, getting too close allows them a chance to dose you with their sedatives. Three
doses and you're once again at their mercy, your ears filled with the wailing siren of your oppressors.

But no jail can hold Dave forever.. Positives-

Almost just what I wanted in a Gladiator game. It has customization for either having heavy defense for tanking or high
endurance to move quickly, a decent variety of weapons (But could use more styles though and more weapons), allows you to
customize your character and have more than one, and offers PVP as well as PVE. You got a crafting and upgrading system in
the game to create better gear for fights too.

Negatives-

It has lagging issues which are somewhat minor, but annoying especially with dodging. Could use more customization for
character making. Arenas need to be able to add more players or be able to allow more than the certain limit. Could use some
more interesting features and assets like wild animals such as lions, tigers, and others. Lacking in PVE maps and could use more
arenas in the near future for PVE. Plus if your gonna include skeletons and goblins maybe add other creatures as well?

Overall it's a decent and pretty dandy gladiator based game, but is somewhat lacking devs might wanna add some more to this
game. Might also wanna fix some bugs as well with the lagging.. So promising, a dwarf frortress for normal peoples. But for me
there is twokiller bugs on linux : 1 : we can't load a savegame. 2 : performance issues after 2-3 hours (and i can't save :,( so sad ).
Good search and find type game the only problem I have found is that as dark as it is some people would have a hard time find
certain hidden objects.. I wouldn't really call this so much a proper game and more like an interactive audio visualization
program with game elements. That being said, if you look at it from that stand point it's still a very beautiful program and a
unique way to experience your music if you need a break from Audiosurf. Full Review: 
http:\/\/wamsoon.com\/index.php\/2018\/08\/03\/majin-woman-quick-hit-review\/

A fun but rage inducingly difficult gem but it's worth the pain. Beautiful on market page, but full of ugly messed up pixels in
real game.. One of the most under-rated games ever!
9/10 easy
Good physics
mostly good AI
Don't expect much help from your teammates
Bomb terrorists. It's probably the second best platform shooter game I've played this today, well, between 16:40 and 16:50 this
afternoon.. ok little puzzler with good difficulty scaling.

74\/100
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Outfit is awesome but pointless in a top down game where your characters are so small no one will ever be able to tell which
outfit you are using. Rifle sucks sh-t because you need automatic weapons to fight off non armored non-tank enemies. The
UAV is a requirement to get ANY research points whatsoever because once you get to about lvl 17, missions even on lvl 9 out
of 12 difficulty give so little experience you will hit a big time wall for leveling. But since most players have it by now you won't
need to buy this dlc because only one player needs to have the UAV in a mission for the whole party to benefit.

4\/10 useless overpriced dlc since someone in your party will most likely have the UAC already. It's an interesting new concept
of a real time strategy game. Despite its poor ai, some bugs and unimaginative achievments, it's fun to play and not too difficult
to finish.. Despite the fact that it wasn't create developer this is one of the best looking bullet hell games on Steam,also it's
soundtrack,controls and bullet patterns are above average as well.. Well, this \u201cearly access\u201d VN has been abandoned
for sure (at least on the day I last played it, 11\/09\/2016). Missing sprites (right in the beginning of the game), uninteresting and
barely developed characters, wasted concept. Like Infinite Game Works Ep 0, it had a certain potential, but the execution of
this project failed. It\u2019s sad, the art style is lovely and the BGM is much better than the first game, and when things start to
get somewhat interesting, it ends. Just like that.

I don\u2019t know if the developers still read reviews (probably not), but I really hope that they can start working on this
project again. At least add just a bit more of content and finish the story. Leaving it in EA for almost a year without any news is
a really mean thing to do to the players.

2\/10. Avoid these two games, even on sale.. The late 2000's gave us a cool new type of game which I like to call the "media
player" genre: you load up music files from your own computer and they generate the level you play, often with elements of a
rhythm game. This fad gave us many classic games such as Beat Hazard and Audiosurf, and continues strong to this day with
games like Melody's Escape and Drive Any Track. It's personally one of my favorite types of game. Unfortunately, it also gave
us some real stinkers like Ugly Baby and Turba.

Turba is supposed to be a rhythm-based match-3 game, but it's so ill-conceived and badly-designed on so many levels that
it\u2019s almost a work of art. The basis of the game is that you\u2019re supposed to select groups of same-colored blocks,
then right-click to clear them to the rhythm of the music. You get more points for using multiplier blocks, for keeping the
rhythm, and for selecting one group of each color before clearing them at once. There are three game modes which determine
how the tiles will appear: Free mode will give you a Bejeweled-style wall of blocks, Descend mode makes the tiles slowly push
from the top of the screen like Tetris Attack, and Ascend mode makes tiles gradually appear on top of other tiles. To help you
control the board, you\u2019re also given a choice of a rechargeable special power, which ranges from generating wildcard
blocks to shooting blocks with a laser. The special powers gradually unlock and grow stronger the more you play.

The game concepts are all horrible, not just in practice but also in theory. For starters, the core game mechanic of dragging
paths through colored groups is a terrible idea. Depending on what mode you play, the whole board is gradually moving, and
punishment tiles are decaying and causing the board to collapse. In other words, the game consists of dragging paths through
blocks which are always unexpectedly shifting or falling from underneath your mouse cursor. Imagine trying to draw pixel art in
Microsoft Paint as the window will randomly jerk around, and you can get an idea of how it feels like to play Turba. I think the
idea was that you\u2019re supposed to carefully select tiles between beats of the music, but it\u2019s ruined thanks to the beat
detection.

Beat detection is downright unreliable. The game\u2019s registration of beats seems mostly random except on the most specific
types of songs, so it\u2019s completely up to luck whether or not clicking on a drumbeat of the song will break your combo or
keep it going. To get reasonable scores, I had to find a (very) small handful of songs in my library where the beat detection
actually worked and stick to those.

Then you have to deal with the bombs. You cannot even rock out to your own music, because the game will constantly spawn
time bombs which beep obnoxiously like 90\u2019s-era digital alarm clocks. They spawn on random tiles which must be cleared
before they blow up into a 3x3 square of punishment blocks. On the higher difficulties it\u2019s nearly impossible to get rid of
them, because they\u2019ll just keep spawning, and often land in places that are unreachable anyway. Defending against bombs
is not interesting and not fun, not to mention that it ruins the music, and I don\u2019t see how anyone thought it was a good
idea.

The menus are so badly-designed that they must be seen to be believed. They\u2019re filled with pointless, lethargic menu
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animations that sometimes take up to five seconds for buttons to slide into place or fade in. The selection box around items is a
soft glow which is so hard to see that it might as well not be there. The menu music has some of the most depressing, boring
tracks I have ever heard. Whereas games like Audiosurf punch you in the face with electronica the minute you hit the title
screen and get you pumped to play the game, Turba\u2019s \u201csong select\u201d menu music will forever be burned into
my mind as the official theme song for watching paint dry.

I\u2019ve hunted for the achievements and tried to master the gameplay, and I feel like I gave Turba an honest chance at
capturing my heart, but it never even come close. The gameplay is just aggravating, obtuse, and unrewarding. The minor
satisfaction I got from holding a long beat streak was destroyed by unreliable beat detection breaking my combos, the massive
frustration of trying to paint selection areas as the board is constantly falling and shifting, and that constant beeping of the time
bombs over the music that never seems to go away.

Bleh. Awful.
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